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Abstract

This manuscript is a revised version of the lecture notes of a course
given in the 5th GeToPhyMa Summer School on “Rational Homo-
topy Theory and its Interactions” (July 11–21, 2016, Rabat, Mo-
rocco). It intends to be a gentle, while non trivial, introduction to
the study of the group of self-homotopy equivalences from a Ratio-
nal Homotopy Theory perspective. It also makes accessible some
material and proofs that are not readily available in the literature.
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Introduction

When working in a category C, understanding the group
of automorphisms of an object X in C, autC(X), is of
central interest, and indeed it is considered the histori-
cal source of Group Theory [59]. One may try to under-
stand the object X by analyzing the algebraic structure
of autC(X). This is the key idea underlying the seminal
work of Galois. Objects with a large group of automor-
phisms are thought of as regular ones, while objects
with no automorphism at all (the so called rigid ob-
jects) are usually thought of as building blocks in C.

One may also think that groups involved in the al-
gebraic structure of autC(X) should inherit the special
features, or properties, the object X holds. Within this
framework one wants to understand a group G by an-
alyzing the objects X ∈ C such that G ≤ autC(X).
These are the ideas behind Frobenius’ work, laying the
foundation of what is nowadays Representation Theory.

In these notes, we work in the homotopy category of
(pointed) topological spaces. Therefore our objects are
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topological spaces, and the group of automorphisms of
an object in our category is the group of self-homotopy
equivalences of a space.

The study of groups of self-homotopy equivalences
has been an active and relevant subject in Algebraic
Topology during the last decades, and deserved its own
code in the 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification:
55P10. Let us mention two important applications of
the group of self-homotopy equivalences. First the set
of CW-complexes with the same n-type for all n is de-
termined by an inverse limit involving groups of self-
homotopy equivalences [57]. Second, the study of self-
homotopy equivalences of p-completed classifying spaces
of Lie groups has led to what is nowadays called Ho-
motopical Group Theory, with strong connections with
Representation Theory [6].

This manuscript is a revised version of the lecture
notes of a course given in the 5th GeToPhyMa Summer
School on “Rational Homotopy Theory and its Interac-
tions" (July 11–21, 2016, Rabat, Morocco). It intends
to be a gentle, while non trivial, introduction to the
study of the group of self-homotopy equivalences from
a Rational Homotopy Theory perspective.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 the
notation is fixed, and the main objects of interest are
introduced. That is, for a given space X, the space
of self-homotopy equivalences of X, aut(X), and the
group of self-homotopy equivalences ofX, E(X), are de-
fined. Free (or unpointed) versions of these concepts are
also defined, autfree(X) and Efree(X). Particulary, in
Section 2 the spaces of (pointed and free) self-homotopy
equivalences of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces are described.
In Section 3 we consider finite type simply connected
spaces, and review the work of Sullivan and Wilker-
son showing that under these assumptions, the group
of self-homotopy equivalences has nice algebraic proper-
ties. In Section 4 normal subgroups of the group of self-
homotopy equivalences are constructed, and we show
that some of these are nilpotent when considering finite
type simply connected spaces. Section 5 is devoted to
show that the group of self-homotopy equivalences that
induce the identity morphism in homotopy groups, be-
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1 Notation and basics in localization and minimal models 77

haves nicely with respect to localization functors. We
then use Rational Homotopy Theory tools to describe
the nilpotency degree of this group. Finally, Section 6
is devoted to the so called Realizability Problem.

1 Notation and basics in localization and
minimal models

Given a space X, we denote by aut(X) (respectively
by autfree(X)) the topological space of pointed (resp.
free) self-homotopy equivalences of X.

Both aut(X) and autfree(X) are group-like topolog-
ical monoids with the composition of maps. We define
the group of self-homotopy equivalences, denoted by
E(X), to be the group of pointed homotopy classes of
elements in aut(X), i.e. E(X) = π0(aut(X)), and in a
similar way we define Efree(X) = π0(autfree(X)) to be
the group of free self-homotopy equivalences.

Given two spacesX and Y , we denote by map∗(X, Y )
(resp. map(X, Y )) the topological space of pointed
(resp. free) continuous maps between X and Y . The
set of pointed homotopy classes of continuous maps be-
tween X and Y is denoted by [X, Y ]. Given a pointed
(resp. free) map f : X → Y , map∗(X, Y )f (resp.
map(X, Y )f ) denotes the path component of map∗(X, Y )
(resp. map(X, Y )) containing f .

Given a group G, we denote by Aut(G) the auto-
morphism group of G, while Out(G) is the group of
outer-automorphisms of G [6, p. 4]. Therefore, if Z(G)
denotes the center G, there is a long exact sequence

1→ Z(G)→ G→ Aut(G)→ Out(G)→ 1,

where the image of G in Aut(G) is identified with the
automorphisms of G induced by inner conjugation. We
use multiplicative notation for G so the neutral element
is 1. If the group G is nilpotent, we denote by nil(G)
its nilpotency class [37, Chapter I, Section 1]. Given
a group G and a positive integer n, K(G, n) denotes
the Eilenberg-MacLane space with a single non trivial
homotopy group in dimension n which is isomorphic to
G [36, §4.2].

We understand P -localization as in [37]. So, fix a
collection of prime numbers P ⊂ N, and define

P ′ = {n ∈ N : gcd(p, n) = 1 for every p ∈ P}.

Then a multiplicative group G is said to be P -local [37,
Definition I.1.1] if the map g 7→ gn, g ∈ G, is bijective
for all n ∈ P ′. When P = {p} (resp. P = Ø), we shall
say that G is p-local (resp. 0-local, or rational) instead
of P -local.

According to the Fundamental Theorem on the P -
localization of Nilpotent Groups [37, p. 7], there exists a
P -localization theory on N ilc, the category of nilpotent
group of class at most c. That is, for every nilpotent
group G there exists a group morphism e : G → G(P ),
called the P -localization, such that

1. G(P ) is P -local and nil(G(P )) ≤ nil(G), and

2. for every group morphism f : G → K where K is
a P -local nilpotent group, there exists a unique
f(P ) : G(P ) → K such that f = f(P ) ◦ e.

Then, group theoretical P -localization gives rise to
topological P -localization as follows. A nilpotent pointed
topological space X is said to be P -local [37, Definition
II.3.1] if πn(X) is a P -local group for every n > 0,
and there exists a P -localization theory on nilpotent
pointed spaces [37, Theorems II.3A and II.3B]. That is,
for every nilpotent pointed topological space X, there
exists a continuous map e : X → X(P ), called the P -
localization, such that
1. X(P ) is P -local space and the group morphisms

πn(e) : πn(X)→ πn(X(P ))

and
Hn(e) : Hn(X;Z)→ Hn(X(P );Z)

are group theoretical P -localizations for every n ≥
1, and

2. for every continuous map f : X → Y , where Y is
a P -local nilpotent pointed space, there exists a
unique homotopy class of continuous maps

f(P ) : X(P ) → Y

such that f ' f(P ) ◦ e.

Basic facts on the theory of minimal models are re-
called now, we refer to [28] for more details. Let Z be
a graded vector space. The free commutative graded
algebra on Z, ΛZ, is by definition the tensor product
of the symmetric algebra on Zeven with the exterior al-
gebra on Zodd.

A commutative differential graded algebra (A, d) is
called a Sullivan algebra if as an algebra A = ΛZ for
some Z and Z admits a basis {xα : α ∈ I} ⊂ A indexed
by a well-ordered set I such that d(xα) ∈ Λ(xβ)β<α.
The Sullivan algebra (ΛZ, d) is called minimal if dZ ⊂
Λ≥2Z. For any commutative differential graded alge-
bra (A, d) whose cohomology is connected and finite
type, there is a unique (up to isomorphism) minimal
algebra (ΛZ, d) provided with a quasi-isomorphism φ :
(ΛZ, d) → (A, d). The differential algebra is called a
minimal model of (A, d). Henceforth, we will indis-
tinctly talk about a minimal Sullivan algebraM or the
rational homotopy type X uniquely determined byM.

Finally, for a given space X and m ∈ N the m-
fold cartesian product of X is denoted by X×m, the
mth-stage Postnikov piece of X is denoted by X(m),
and the m-connected cover of X is denoted by X〈m〉.
If moreover X is a CW-complex, the mth-dimensional
skeleton of X is denoted by X [m].
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2 Pointed versus free homotopy equivalences:
the case of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces

In this section we compute the space of pointed (resp.
free) self-homotopy equivalences of Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces in order to illustrate how different pointed and
free homotopy equivalences can be.

Notice that for a given space X, both aut(X) and
autfree(X) have the weak homotopy type of loop spaces.
That is, there exist spaces B aut(X) and B autfree(X)
such that ΩB aut(X) '

w.e.
aut(X) and

ΩB autfree(X) '
w.e.

autfree(X),

as topological monoids [45]. Therefore, the homotopy
groups of aut(X) and autfree(X) are completely deter-
mined by the spaces B aut(X) and B autfree(X), and
thus so are E(X) and Efree(X).

We first describe the homotopy groups ofB aut
(
K(G, n)

)
,

originally calculated by Hansen [35, Theorem 1 and 2]
and Gottlieb [34, Lemma 2].
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a group, and n be a positive
integer. Then

πiB aut
(
K(G, n)

)
=
{

Aut(G), for i = 1,
1, otherwise.

Therefore E
(
K(G, n)

)
∼= Aut(G).

Proof. Recall that for any space X we have

ΩB aut(X) '
w.e.

aut(X) =
⋃

f∈E(X)
map∗(X,X)f .

Moreover, by the Brown Representability Theorem [36,
Theorem 4.57]

π0 map∗
(
X,K(G, r)

)
∼= Hr(X;G), r > 1, (2.2)

while by [36, Proposition 1B.9]

π0 map∗
(
X,K(G, 1)

)
∼= Hom

(
π1X,G

)
. (2.3)

Assume first X = K(G, n), n > 1. By Hurewicz
Theorem [36, Theorem 4.32], Hn((K(G, n);Z

)
∼= G,

while the Universal Coefficient Theorem shows that
Hn

(
K(G, n);G

)
∼= Hom

(
Hn(K(G, n);Z), G

)
= Hom(G,G).

Hence according to Equation (2.2),

π0 map∗
(
K(G, n), K(G, n)

)
∼= Hom(G,G)

Assume now X = K(G, 1), hence G may not be
abelian. Then according to Equation (2.3),

π0 map∗
(
K(G, 1), K(G, 1)

)
∼= Hom(G,G)

In other words, for any n > 0, there is a bijective
correspondence between pointed homotopy classes of
self-maps of K(G, n) and endomorphisms of G such
that f ∈ map∗

(
K(G, n), K(G, n)

)
is mapped to πnf ∈

Hom(G,G). Since f ∈ aut
(
K(G, n)

)
if and only if

πnf ∈ Aut
(
πnK(G, n)

)
= Aut(G) by Whitehead The-

orem [36, Theorem 4.5], then

π1B aut
(
K(G, n)

)
= π0 aut

(
K(G, n)

)
= Aut(G).

We now calculate the higher homotopy groups of
B aut

(
K(G, n)

)
. Assume i > 1, and notice that,

πiB aut
(
K(G, n)

)
= πi−1

(
aut

(
K(G, n)

)
; Id

)
, (choose base point)

= πi−1 map∗
(
K(G, n), K(G, n)

)
Id

(by adjoint relation [36, p. 395] we obtain)
∼= π0

( ⋃
{g | ad(g)'Id}

map∗
(
Σi−1K(G, n), K(G, n)

)
g

)
≤ π0 map∗

(
Σi−1K(G, n), K(G, n)

)
(by (2.3) for n = 1, and (2.2) for n > 1, we get)

=

Hom
(
π1Σi−1K(G, 1), G

)
, for n = 1,

Hn
(
Σi−1K(G, n);G

)
, for n > 1.

Since the reduced suspension increases connectivity, and
i > 1, then πnΣi−1K(G, n) = 1. Therefore

Hom
(
π1Σi−1K(G, 1), G

)
= 1,

while the Universal Coefficient and Hurewizc Theorems
show that Hn

(
Σi−1K(G, n);G

)
= 1 for n > 1. In

other words, for any n > 0, πiB aut
(
K(G, n)

)
= 1 for

i > 1.

In the following theorem we describe the homotopy
groups of B autfree

(
K(G, n)

)
.

Theorem 2.4. Let G be a group, and n be a positive
integer. Then

πiB autfree
(
K(G, n)

)
=


Out(G), for i = 1,
Z(G), for i = n+ 1,
1, otherwise.

Proof. Recall (e.g. [50, Proposition 1.2]) that the uni-
versal Hurewicz fibration with fibre X is

X
i−→ B aut(X)→ B autfree(X). (2.5)
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When considering X = K(G, 1), we can apply The-
orem 2.1 to reduce the long exact sequence of homo-
topy groups associated to (2.5), to the following exact
sequence:

1→ π2
(
B autfree(X)

)
→ G

π1i−→ π1
(
B aut(X)

)
→ π1

(
B autfree(X)

)
→ 1.

The image of G by π1i : G→ π1
(
B aut(X)

)
= Aut(G)

can be identified with the group of inner automorphisms
[6, p. 4]. Therefore π2

(
B autfree(X)

)
must be isomor-

phic to Z(G), the center of G, while π1
(
B autfree(X)

)
must be isomorphic to Out(G). This completely de-
scribes the homotopy groups of B aut

(
K(G, 1)

)
.

Similar reasoning can be made for X = K(G, n),
n > 1. In this case G must be abelian, thus Aut(G) =
Out(G) and Z(G) = G, while the long exact sequence
of homotopy groups associated to (2.5) becomes

1→ πn+1
(
B autfree(X)

)
→ πnK(G, n) = G→ 1→

· · · → 1→
π1
(
B aut(X)

)
= Aut(G)

→ π1
(
B autfree(X)

)
→ 1,

and the result follows.
Arguments above show how self-homotopy equiva-

lences of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces reduce to Group
Theory.

The following result illustrates how different the poin-
ted and the free cases are. One of the classical prob-
lems in the study of the group of pointed self-homotopy
equivalences of connected spaces, is the so-called Re-
alizability Problem (see Section 6). Though relevant
progress has been made in the case of finite groups
[14, 15, 16, 17], and of algebraic linear groups [18], the
general question still remains open. In contrast, if we
consider the group of free self-homotopy equivalences
we can prove the following:
Proposition 2.6. Let G be a group. Then there is a
space X such that Efree(X) ∼= G.
Proof. Given G, there exists a simple group H such
that Out(H) ∼= G [24, Theorem 1.1]. Define X =
K(H, 1). Since H is simple Z(H) = 1, and therefore
π1B autfree(X) ∼= G by Theorem 2.4. Hence Efree(X) ∼=
G.

The technique used in the proof above can be ap-
plied in order to construct interesting examples. For
any space X, let cat(X), cocat(X), and TCk(X), de-
note the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category [13, Defini-
tion 1.1], cocategory [47, Definition 3.4], and the k-
higher topological complexity [49, Definition 3.1] of X
respectively. Then we can prove (compare with [52,
Problem 2.7]):

Proposition 2.7. Let n ∈ N. Then:
1. There is a space X1 such that

cat
(
B autfree(X1)

)
= n.

2. There is a space X2 such that

cocat
(
B autfree(X2)

)
= n.

3. There is a space X3 such that for every k ∈ N,

TCk

(
B autfree(X3)

)
= (k − 1)n

Proof. Consider G1 = Z⊕n, the direct sum of n copies
of the integers, and G2 = D2n+1 , the dihedral group of
order 2n+1. For i = 1, 2, Gi is countable, hence there ex-
ists a 2-generated groupNi such that Out(Hi) ∼= Gi [11,
Theorem 11]. Moreover, Ni is not cyclic [11, Lemma
10], and therefore Z(Hi) = 1 [11, Corollary 4].

Define Xi = K(Hi, 1). Since Z(Hi) = 1, then

B autfree(Xi) 'w.e.
K(Gi, 1) (2.8)

by Theorem 2.4. Recall Hi is 2-generated, hence we
may assume X [1]

i = S1∨S1, and therefore map(Xi, Xi)
has the homotopy type of a CW-complex [40, Theorem
1.1]. Since autfree(Xi) consists on path components of
map(Xi, Xi), then autfree(Xi) has the homotopy type
of a CW-complex, and so B autfree(Xi) has [45, Propo-
sition 7.2]. Therefore, the weak equivalence given in
Equation (2.8) is an actual homotopy equivalence by
Whitehead Theorem [36, Theorem 4.5].

Now, K(G1, 1) = (S1)×n and therefore

cat
(
B autfree(X1)

)
= cat

(
(S1)×n

)
= n

[13, Example 1.8]. On the other hand,

cocat
(
B autfree(X2)

)
= cocat

(
K(D2n+1 , 1)

)
= nil(D2n+1) = n

see [47, Section 4] and [33, Theorem 2.5]. Finally, de-
fine X3 = X1, and notice that B autfree(X3) = (S1)×n
is indeed an H-space. Therefore, according to [41, The-
orem 1] we get that

TCk

(
B autfree(X3)

)
= cat

(
B autfree(X3)k−1

)
= cat

(
(S1)×(k−1)n

)
= (k − 1)n.

Observe that the groups provided by [24, Theorem
1.1] and [11, Theorem 11] are not finitely presented, and
therefore, the related Eilenberg-MacLane spaces are not
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of finite type. Hence, spaces given by Propositions 2.6
and 2.7 may be somehow considered as “non-natural"
ones.

We now show how one can get around base point is-
sues while loosing the connectivity of our spaces. Given
a space X, let X+ denote the disjoint union of X and a
singleton {?}. So X+ = X ∪ {?} is thought of as a non
connected pointed topological space with base point ?.
Then, the inclusion X ⊂ X+ induces a homeomor-
phism of topological monoids autfree(X) ∼= aut(X+)
that gives rise to the pointed version of Propositions
2.6 and 2.7.
Proposition 2.9. Let G be a group. Then there is
a (non connected, non finite type) space X such that
B aut(X) ' K(G, 1), and therefore E(X) ∼= G.
Proposition 2.10. Let n ∈ N. Then:
1. There is a (non connected, non finite type) space
X1 such that cat

(
B aut(X1)

)
= n.

2. There is a (non connected, non finite type) space
X2 such that cocat

(
B aut(X2)

)
= n.

3. There is a (non connected, non finite type) space
X3 such that TCk

(
B aut(X3)

)
= (k− 1)n for ev-

ery k ∈ N.

3 Spaces with finiteness conditions

The previous section indicates that we have to con-
sider spaces X which are simply connected, so E(X) =
Efree(X) [50, Theorem 1.3] while keeping finite type.
Under these hypothesis, we leave behind pure group
theoretical arguments to introduce Rational Homotopy
Theory arguments. To that purpose, we review the
work of Wilkerson [58] and Sullivan [54].

We say that two groupsG andH are commensurable
[58, Notation 0.5] if there exists a finite string of group
morphisms

G→ G1 ← G2 . . . Gi−1 → Gi ← Gi+1 . . .← H

such that each map has finite kernel and the image
has finite index. Notice that the notion of commen-
surability here is what in Geometric Group Theory is
called commensurability up to finite kernels [20, Defi-
nition IV.27.(ii)].

If G and H are finitely generated nilpotent groups,
G and H are commensurable if and only if the rational-
izations of G and H are isomorphic, G(0) ∼= H(0) [37,
Theorem 3.3]. Finite presentation is preserved by this
commensurability relation [20, Remark IV.29.(i)].

A matrix group G ≤ GL(n,C) is a linear algebraic
group defined over Q if it consists of all invertible ma-
trices whose coefficients annihilate some set of polyno-
mials with rational coefficients {Pµ[X1,1, . . . , Xn,n]} in

n2 indeterminates. Given a subring R ⊂ C, let GR be
the subgroup of elements in G that have coefficients in
R and whose determinant is a unit of R. Then we say
that GZ is an arithmetically defined subgroup of GR, or
more briefly, an arithmetic subgroup of GR [8]. Arith-
metic subgroups of GR are finitely presented groups,
and their finite subgroups form a finite number of con-
jugacy classes [7, Section 5].

We can now state Sullivan-Wilkerson’s theorem [58,
Theorem B], [54, Theorem (10.3)]:
Theorem 3.1 (Sullivan-Wilkerson). Let X and Y be
simply connected finite CW-complexes. Then
(1) E(X) and E(Y ) are commensurable groups if

X(0) ' Y(0).

(2) E(X(0)) ∼= GQ for a linear algebraic group G de-
fined over Q, and E(X) is commensurable with an
arithmetic subgroup of E(X(0)). Hence E(X) is a
finitely presented group.

The techniques used by Wilkerson and Sullivan, re-
spectively, have different flavors: while Wilkerson uses
simplicial nilpotent group approximations for spaces,
Sullivan’s proof relies on Postnikov systems and Sul-
livan minimal models. We sketch Sullivan’s approach
since it also covers the case of finite type CW-complexes
with finitely many homotopy groups, and the argu-
ments will be useful in this exposition.

The first step is to describe the homotopy groups
of simply connected finite CW-complexes. Recall that
given S, a Serre class of abelian groups, see [51, Chapitre
I] or [53, Section 9.6], a group morphism f : A → B is
called a S-isomorphism if ker f ∈ S and coker f ∈ S
[51, p. 260], [53, p. 505].
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a simply connected finite
CW-complex. Then for any m ∈ N, πm(X) is a finitely
generated abelian group.
Proof. Let S be the Serre class of finitely generated
abelian groups, and consider the constant map f : X →
∗. Since both X and ∗ are simply connected spaces
and π2(f) is surjective, according to [51, Chapitre III,
Théorème 3], Hm(f) is a S-isomorphism for every m ∈
N, if and only if πm(f) is so. Since X is finite, Hm(X) is
finitely generated, and therefore Hm(f) is a S-isomor-
phism for every m ∈ N. Then πm(f) is also a S-
isomorphism, which immediately implies πm(X) ∈ S.

We now show that computing pointed self-homotopy
equivalences of simply connected finite dimensional CW-
complexes is equivalent to computing pointed self-homo-
topy equivalences of finite stage Postnikov pieces. Given
an space X and n ∈ N, the nth-stage Postnikov piece
of X, X(n), and the n-connected cover of X, X〈n〉, fit
in a fibration sequence

X〈n〉 → X
pn−→ X(n). (3.3)
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Proposition 3.4. Let X be a finite dimensional CW-
complex, and let n = dimX. Then [X,X] ∼= [X(n), X(n)]
as monoids, thus E(X) ∼= E(X(n)) as groups.

Proof. Recall that the construction of the nth-stage Post-
nikov piece of a space can be done functorially [21, Ex-
ample 1.E.1], such that the map pn in (3.3) is homotopy
universal with respect to maps X → Y (n) for any space
Y [21, Definition A.2]. Therefore, we do have a well
defined monoid morphism

ψ : [X,X] → [X(n), X(n)]
f 7→ ψ(f) = f (n).

Moreover, X(n) can be constructed from X by adding
m-cells for m > n [36, Example 4.17], hence we may as-
sume that X is the n-skeleton of X(n) and pn is the in-
clusion X ⊂ X(n). Now, by the cellular approximation
theorem [36, Theorem 4.8], any map g : X(n) → X(n)

can be thought cellular and therefore induces a com-
mutative diagram

X

pn

��

f
// X

pn

��

X(n) g
// X(n)

where f = g|X . Since pn is homotopy universal with
respect to maps X → X(n), then g = f (n), that is
ψ(f) = g. Hence ψ is surjective.

To show that ψ is injective we use classical obstruc-
tion theory associated to the lifting problem for the
fibration (3.3): given f ∈ [X,X], the obstruction to f
being the unique lifting g of f (n)pn, as in the diagram

X

pn

��

X
pn
//

g
22

X(n) f (n)
// X(n),

is a class that lives in Hm
(
X, πm(X〈n〉)

)
(e.g. see [36,

Problem 24, p. 420]). Since X is n-dimensional while
X〈n〉 is n-connected, Hm

(
X, πm(X〈n〉)

)
= 0 for every

m > 0. Thus g = f and ψ is injective.
If X is a finite stage Postnikov piece, namely X =

X(n), whose homotopy groups are finitely generated,
thenM, the minimal Sullivan model ofX(0), is a finitely
generated DGA. We now describe E(X(0)):

Lemma 3.5. Let X(0) be a rational 1-connected space
with finitely generated minimal Sullivan model. Then
E(X(0)) = GQ for a linear algebraic group G defined
over Q.
Proof. Let M be the minimal Sullivan model of X(0).
Then E(X(0)) = Aut(M)/Aut1(M) where Aut1(M)

is the normal subgroup of automorphisms which are
homotopy equivalent to the identity. Now, Aut(M) is
the group of rational points of an algebraic linear group
defined over Q since every automorphism ofM is a Q-
linear map subject to the multiplicative and differential
structure ofM (which can be codified by polynomials
with rational coefficients). Moreover, Aut1(M) is the
group of unipotent elements f ∈ Aut(M) of the form
f = IdxM + ei◦d+d◦i where i is a derivation of degree
−1. Hence E(X(0)) is a quotient of rational points of
algebraic groups defined over Q and therefore, it is so.

We have all the ingredients for:
Sketch of proof of Theorem 3.1. According to Proposi-
tion 3.4, we may assume that X is a finite stage Post-
nikov piece, namely X = X(n). We proceed by induc-
tion on n.

For n = 2, sinceX is simply connected, X = K(π, 2)
and X(0) = K(π⊗Q, 2). Let Tor(π) denote the normal
subgroup of π generated by torsion elements, and define
the quotient Free(π) = π/Tor(π). Notice that since π
is finitely generated, Free(π) is a finite direct sum of
copies of Z, and π ⊗ Q ∼= Free(π) ⊗ Q. Therefore,
E(X) = Aut(π) is commensurable with Aut(Free(π)),
which is an arithmetic subgroup of

Aut(Free(π)⊗Q) = E
(
K(π ⊗Q, 2)

)
= E(X(0)).

Assume now the result holds for (n−1)th-stage Post-
nikov pieces. Then, following the ideas in the proof of
Proposition 3.4, obstruction theory gives rise to a dia-
gram of exact sequences:

Hn(X; πnX) //

��

E(X)

��

// E(X(n−1))

��

Hn(X(0); πnX ⊗Q) // E(X(0)) // E(X(n−1)
(0) ),

(3.6)
where Hn(X;πnX) is commensurable with an arith-
metic subgroup of Hn(X(0); πnX ⊗ Q), E(X(n−1)) is
commensurable with an arithmetic subgroup of
E(X(n−1)

0 ) by induction, and therefore E(X) is commen-
surable with an arithmetic subgroup of E(X(0)) by [56,
Proposition (3.3)].

Along the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have shown that
the commensurability of E(X) is obtained via the group
morphism E(X) ϑ0−→ E(X(0)) induced by rationaliza-
tion. Thus,
Corollary 3.7. Let X be a simply connected finite CW-
complex. Then the kernel of the group morphism

E(X) ϑ0−→ E(X(0))

is finite. Therefore if E(X(0)) is finite then E(X) is so.
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Notice that the converse of the second statement of
Corollary 3.7 does not hold in general: taking X = Sn

we obtain that E(X) ∼= Z/2 is finite while E(X(0)) ∼=
Q∗, the multiplicative group of non zero rational num-
bers, is not.

We finish this section by pointing out that although
E(X) is finitely presented for X a virtually nilpotent fi-
nite CW-complex [22, Theorem 1.1], the thesis in Theo-
rem 3.1.(2) cannot be extended to finite CW-complexes
in general. We illustrate this fact with an easy example
coming from Group Theory [10, Example 1]:

Given an integer n > 1, let G(n) be the 1-relator
group with presentation

G(n) = 〈a, t : t−1a−1tant−1ata−1 = a〉,

and consider X = K(G(n), 1). Therefore E(X) ∼=
Aut

(
G(n)

)
, and Efree(X) ∼= Out

(
G(n)

)
by Section

2. Moreover, X is a finite dimensional CW-complex.
Indeed, since the relator t−1a−1tant−1ata−2 is not a
proper power, then X is the presentation complex X '
(S1 ∨ S1) ∪ e2 [25, Theorem 2.1], so X is a finite CW-
complex of dimension 2. Since G(n) = G(n, 1; 1) in [9],
then Out

(
G(n)

)
= Z[ 1

n ], the additive group of rational
numbers with denominator a non negative power of n
[9, Theorem 3.3]. The group Z[ 1

n ] is infinitely gener-
ated, since it is locally cyclic (every finitely generated
subgroup is cyclic), but not cyclic. Therefore Efree(X)
is infinitely generated and so is E(X), although X is a
finite dimensional CW-complex.

4 Generating normal subgroups in E(X)

It is commonly accepted that the study of a group G
should be reduced to the study of its composition series
(if it exists!), that is, to the study of a finite chain of
subnormal subgroups

1 = G0 C G1 C . . . C Gn = G

such that each factor Gi/Gi−1 is a simple group. The
idea is that, by an inductive process, the group theoret-
ical properties of Gi should be related to those of Gi−1
and Gi/Gi−1, which are assumed to be structurally less
complicated groups.

Therefore, we are interested in finding normal sub-
groups of E(X). The standard technique goes as fol-
lows: given a category C, and a functor F : HoTop∗  
C, for every space X we obtain a well defined group
morphism

F] : E(X)→ AutC(F (X)).

Then, the kernel of F], denoted by EF (X), is a normal
subgroup of E(X). In this way, we define the following
classical normal subgroups of E(X):

1. For C = Gps and F (X) = ⊕m
i=1 πi(X), then

E (m)
] (X) = EF (X).

When X is finite dimensional, and m = dim(X),
we simply write E](X) = E (m)

] (X).

2. For C = Gps and F (X) = ⊕∞
i=1Hi(X;A) where A

is an abelian group, then EA∗ (X) = EF (X). When
G = Z, we simply write E∗(X) = EZ∗ (X).

3. For C = HoTop∗ and F (X) = ΩX, then EΩ(X) =
EF (X).

4. For C = HoTop∗ and F (X) = ΣX, then EΣ(X) =
EF (X).

We focus now on the groups EΩ(X) and E∞] (X). In
general, EΩ(X) ≤ E∞] (X), and the inclusion may be
strict [30, Remarks.(a)]. Nevertheless, in our setting
they behave nicely:
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a rational space with finitely
generated Sullivan minimal model. Then

EΩ(X) = E∞] (X),

and moreover it is a nilpotent group.

Proof. Let M =
(
Λ(x1, . . . , xn), d

)
be a Sullivan min-

imal model for X, where |xi| ≤ |xi+1|. Then a Sulli-
van minimal model for ΩX isM =

(
Λ(y1, . . . , yn), 0

)
,

where yi is the looping of the class xi (hence |yi| =
|xi| − 1).

Define

Aut](M) = {g ∈ Aut(M) : g(xi) =
xi + decomposables, i = 1, . . . , n},

that is, Aut](M) is the subgroup of elements in Aut(M)
that induce the identity on the module of indecom-
posable elements of M (the homotopy groups of X).
Therefore E∞] (X) is the quotient of homotopy classes
of elements in Aut](M).

We now show E∞] (X) ≤ EΩ(X). Indeed, given f ∈
E∞] (X), with algebraic model g ∈ Aut](M), the al-
gebraic model for Ωf , must be defined by g(yi) = yi.
Hence f ∈ EΩ(X).

Finally, we prove that Aut](M) is a nilpotent group,
and therefore E∞] (X) is so. Let m = |xn|, the highest
degree among generators, and let B = {b1, . . . , bs} be a
base ofM≤m consisting of monomials written in stan-
dard form (i.e. bj = ∏n

i=1 x
ai(j)
i ) and lexicographically

ordered. Notice that the elements in B may not be
ordered by degree, since every monomial containing x1
will appear earlier in B than anyone without an x1.
Nevertheless, every decomposable element in B having
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the same degree as xi must show up earlier than xi since
it has to contain some xj for j < i.

Then every element g ∈ Aut](M) is completely de-
termined by the linear map induced by the restriction
g|M≤m , and the matrix associated to g|M≤m in base B
is upper triangular. Therefore we can identify Aut](M)
with a subgroup of upper triangular matrices, and then
Aut](M) is nilpotent.

The second part in the conclusion of Proposition 4.1
is a particular case of the celebrated Dror-Zabrodsky’s
Theorem [23, Theorem A].
Theorem 4.2 (Dror-Zabrodsky). Let X be a finite di-
mensional CW-complex, n = dim(X). Then E (n)

] (X) is
nilpotent.
Proof. Recall that since X is a finite dimensional CW-
complex, n = dim(X), then E(X) ∼= E(X(n)) (Propo-
sition 3.4), and therefore we may assume that X is an
n-stage Postnikov piece.

We proceed by induction on n. Applying obstruction
theory and following the ideas in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.4, the fibration

K(πnX,n) −→ X −→ X(n−1)

gives rise to an exact sequence

Hn(X; πnX) i−→ E (n)
] (X) p−→ E (n−1)

] (X(n−1)) (4.3)

where E (n−1)
] (X(n−1)) is nilpotent by induction. There-

fore p is an E (n)
] (X)-equivariant map since E (n)

] (X) acts
on E (n−1)

] (X(n−1)) nilpotently by inner conjugations.

Since E (n)
] (X) acts trivially on πnX, an inductive

argument on the Serre spectral sequence associated to
the Postnikov decomposition of X shows that E (n)

] (X)
acts nilpotently on H∗(X; πnX) (e.g. [19, p. 360]), and
the map i is an E (n)

] (X)-equivariant map. So, (4.3) is a
sequence of E (n)

] (X)-groups, where kernel and cokernel
are E (n)

] (X)-nilpotent. Therefore, E (n)
] (X) is E (n)

] (X)-
nilpotent (that is, nilpotent).

Indeed, Dror and Zabrodsky proved that if X is
a nilpotent finite dimensional CW-complex, and G ≤
E(X) acts nilpotently on Hj(X;Z) for 0 ≤ j ≤ n =
dim(X), then G is nilpotent [23, Theorem D]. So if
X is a nilpotent finite dimensional CW-complex, then
EA∗ (X) and E∗(X) are nilpotent groups [5, Proposition
4.9].

5 Properties of E](X)

We have seen in Theorem 3.1 that the group morphism
E(X) ϑ0−→ E(X(0)) has finite kernel, and the image has

finite index in an arithmetic subgroup of E(X(0)). In
this section we give a better description that can be ob-
tained when we consider the restriction of ϑ0 to E](X).
As it was pointed out in Section 1, given P , an arbitrary
collection of prime numbers, the P -localization of con-
nected simple spaces can be thought as the group the-
oretical P -localization at the level of homotopy groups
[37, Theorem II.3B]. Moreover, the group theoretical
P -localization, which usually refers to abelian groups,
has a natural extension to the class of nilpotent groups
[37, Chapter I]. Then we can prove [42, Theorem 0.1]:
Theorem 5.1 (Maruyama). Let X be a simple CW-
complex and P be an arbitrary collection of prime num-
bers. Assume that m ≥ dim(X). Then the group mor-
phism

E (m)
] (X) ϑP−→ E (m)

] (X(P ))
induced by the P -localization of spaces, is the
P -localization at the level of groups. In other words
E (m)
] (X)(P ) = E (m)

] (X(P )).

Proof. This proof follows the ideas we have already de-
veloped. Since X is a finite dimensional CW-complex,
say n = dim(X), then E(X) ∼= E(X(n)) (Proposition
3.4), and therefore we may assume that X is an n-stage
Postnikov piece.

We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, X =
K(G, 1) where G is abelian, and therefore

X(P ) = K(G⊗ Z(P ), 1).

Then E (m)
] (X) = E (m)

] (X(P )) = {1} for m ≥ 1 and the
result holds.

Now, assume the result holds for n − 1 ≥ 1. Com-
bining diagrams (3.6) and (4.3), and considering P -
localization of spaces instead of rationalization, we ob-
tain

Hn(X;πnX) //

��

E(m)
] (X)

��

// E(m)
] (X(n−1))

��

Hn(X(P );πnX ⊗ Z(P )) // E(m)
] (X(P )) // E(m)

] (X(n−1)
(P ) ),

where the first and third vertical arrows are, respec-
tively, the P -localization at the level of groups by the
Universal Coefficient Theorem (see also [37, Theorem
I.1.12 and Corollary I.1.14]) and the induction hypoth-
esis. Finally, since P -localization is an exact functor
[37, Theorem I.2.4], the vertical arrow in the middle is
as well a P -localization.

Different generalizations of Theorem 5.1 are pos-
sible. So, Møller, in [46], discusses the behaviour of
H∗(−,Z/p)- localization of spaces and
Ext−p-completion of nilpotent groups when consider-
ing the group E (m)

] (X). But Maruyama in [44], consid-
ers the effect of p-completion on the groups E∗(X) and
EΣ(X).
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Notice that since E](X) and E](X(0)) are homotopy
invariants of X, all the algebraic invariants of these
groups become homotopy invariants of X. In partic-
ular, the nilpotency class of E](X(0)) is an invariant
of X. The following result of Félix-Murillo [29, The-
orem 1] relates this invariant with classical Lusternik-
Schnirelmann category:
Theorem 5.2 (Félix-Murillo). Let X be a simply con-
nected finite CW-complex. Then

nil
(
E](X(0))

)
≤ cat(X(0))− 1

Proof. LetM =
(
ΛV, d

)
be the minimal Sullivan model

of X, and let Aut](M) the group of automorphisms of
M which induce the identity on indecomposables (see
also the proof of Proposition 4.1).

We first describe the commutator of elements in
Aut](M). Given g ∈ Aut](M), define l(g) to be the
length of the shortest decomposable term obtained by
applying g to each generator of M. According to [3,
Corollary 3.3], if gi ∈ Aut](M), for i = 1, . . . , r, and
[g1, . . . , gr] is the r-fold commutator, then

l([g1, . . . , gr]) ≥ l(g1) + . . .+ l(gr)− (r − 1). (5.3)

Notice that nil
(
E](X(0))

)
≤ r − 1 if and only if every

r-fold commutator in Aut](M) is homotopy equivalent
to the identity. Moreover, if g ∈ Aut](M) is not the
identity map, then l(g) ≥ 2.

We now describe cat(X(0)). Given r ∈ N, let

Φr : M→
(
ΛV ⊗ Z(r), d

)
be the relative Sullivan model of the canonical projec-
tion pr : M →

(
ΛV/Λ>rV, d

)
. Then cat(X(0)) ≤ r if

and only if Φr admits a section [28, Proposition 29.4].
Notice that every element in Λ>rV is a boundary in(
ΛV ⊗ Z(r), d

)
, hence if Φr admits a section, Λ>rV is

a boundary inM.
Finally, assume that cat(X(0)) ≤ r. Given gi ∈

Aut](M), for i = 1, . . . , r, define f = [g1, . . . , gr]. Then
we have to show that f ∼ IdM.

We may assume that gi 6= IdM, for i = 1, . . . , r,
since otherwise f = IdM. Therefore

l([g1, . . . , gr]) ≥ l(g1) + . . .+ l(gr)− (r − 1)
≥ 2r − r + 1 = r + 1,

and for each generator xi ofM there exists wi ∈ Λ>rV
such that f(xi) = xi + wi. Since cat(X(0)) ≤ r, there
exits zi ∈ M such that wi = d(zi), and therefore for
each generator xi of M, f(xi) = xi + d(zi). Then, a
standard argument shows that f ∼ IdM.

The previous theorem has an integral version in [30],
where techniques out of the scope of these notes are
used. The authors there prove that for a finite X,
nil
(
EΩ(X)

)
≤ cat(X)− 1.

6 The realization problem for self-homotopy
equivalences

In the previous sections we have described properties
of the group of self-homotopy equivalences and some of
its subgroups. Nevertheless, we have not shown which
groups can appear as the group E(X) for some space X.
This is the so called Realizability Problem for groups
of self-homotopy equivalences that we introduce here
below:
Problem 6.1. Given a group G, find a simply con-
nected space X such that E(X) ∼= G. In that case we
say that G can be realized as the group of self-homotopy
equivalences of a space.

This problem, considered by many authors (see for
example [2, 38, 39, 50]), frequently appears in lists of
open problems on self-homotopy equivalences (see [1]
and also [27]). Apart from the case of G = Aut(π) and
X = K(π, n), for which we have shown that Aut(π) ∼=
E(K(π, n)) in Section 2, no systematic procedure was
known to tackle this problem until [17]. Ad-hoc tech-
niques are developed in literature, for example the in-
finite cyclic group G = Z is realized by a non-finite
space in [38] or by a finite space in [43]. Also, finite
cyclic groups (excluding a few cases of 2-torsion) are
realized by finite spaces in [48]. The group G = Z/2
deserves special mention since it appears as the group of
self-homotopy equivalences of a rational space [4, Ex-
ample 5.2], pointing out the surprising appearance of
a non trivial finite group in rational homotopy theory,
and providing a counterexample to an old conjecture of
Copeland-Shar [12, Conj. 5.8]. This fact motivated the
authors in [4] to raise the following question:
Problem 6.2. Which finite groups can be realized as
the group of self-homotopy equivalences of a rational
space?

Of course, the realizability problem can be approached
by studying distinguished subgroups, like those described
in Section 4. Within this setting, Federinov-Félix have
shown that every 2-solvable rational nilpotent group is
realizable as E](X) for some simply connected rational
space X [26, Theorem 1].

We devote what remains of this section to overview
the solution to Problem 6.2 [17]:
Theorem 6.3 (Costoya-Viruel). Every finite group G
can be realized as the group of self-homotopy equiva-
lences of infinitely many (non homotopy equivalent) ra-
tional elliptic spaces.

The new insight in [17] is that, although we have
presented the realization problem under a homotopy-
theoretical point of view, we also provided a graph-
theoretical formulation. In fact, in 1938 Frucht proved
the following (see [31, 32]).
Theorem 6.4 (Frucht). Given a finite group G, there
exist infinitely many non-isomorphic connected (finite)
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graphs G whose automorphism group is isomorphic to
G.

Then, Theorem 6.3 follows from the following
Theorem 6.5. Let G be a finite connected graph with
more than one vertex. Then there exist an elliptic space
X such that the group of automorphisms of G is real-
izable by the group of self-homotopy equivalences of X,
i.e. Aut(G) ∼= E(X).
Proof. Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph such that
#V > 1, and let X be a rational space whose minimal
modelM is(

Λ(x1, x2, y1, y2, y3, z)⊗ Λ(xv, zv|v ∈ V ), d
)

where dimensions and differentials are
|x1| = 8, d(x1) = 0
|x2| = 10, d(x2) = 0
|y1| = 33, d(y1) = x3

1x2
|y2| = 35, d(y2) = x2

1x
2
2

|y3| = 37, d(y3) = x1x
3
2

|xv| = 40, d(xv) = 0
|z| = 119, d(z) = y1y2x

4
1x

2
2 − y1y3x

5
1x2 + y2y3x

6
1+

x15
1 + x12

2
|zv| = 119, d(zv) = x3

v +∑
(v,w)∈E xvxwx

4
2.

Recall that every σ ∈ Aut(G) is a permutation on
V such that (v, w) ∈ E if and only if (σ(v), σ(w)) ∈ E.
Therefore, σ induces fσ ∈ Aut(M) given by

fσ(x1) = x1
fσ(x2) = x2
fσ(y1) = y1
fσ(y2) = y2
fσ(y3) = y3
fσ(xv) = xσ(v), v ∈ V
fσ(z) = z
fσ(zv) = zσ(v), v ∈ V.

Notice that given σ, τ ∈ Aut(G), fσ ◦ fτ = fσ◦τ , and
if moreover σ 6= τ , then fσ and fτ induce different iso-
morphisms in the module of indecomposable elements
of M, hence fσ 6∼ fτ . Therefore, Υ: Aut(G) → E(X)
given by Υ(σ) = [fσ] is a well defined group monomor-
phism.

A more demanding task is showing that given f ∈
Aut(M), there exists σ ∈ Aut(G), such that

f(x1) = x1
f(x2) = x2
f(y1) = y1
f(y2) = y2
f(y3) = y3
f(xv) = xσ(v), v ∈ V
f(z) = z + d(mz)
f(zv) = zσ(v) + d(mzv ), v ∈ V

with mz and mzv elements of degree 118 in M. No-
tice that in this case, f ∼ fσ what shows that Υ is
surjective, and therefore an isomorphism.

To finish the proof, we have to show that M is el-
liptic. ButM is elliptic if and only if M̃, its associated
pure Sullivan algebra, is so. We get that

M̃ =
(
Λ(x1, x2, xv|v ∈ V )⊗Λ(y1, y2, y3, z, zv|v ∈ V ), d̃

)
with

d̃(x1) = 0
d̃(x2) = 0
d̃(xv) = 0
d̃(y1) = x3

1x2
d̃(y2) = x2

1x
2
2

d̃(y3) = x1x
3
2

d̃(z) = x15
1 + x12

2
d̃(zv) = x3

v +∑
(v,w)∈E xvxwx

4
2.

Since

x17
1 = d̃(zx2

1 − y2x
10
2 )

x13
2 = d̃(zx2 − y1x

12
1 )[

x3
v

]4 =
[
−
∑

(v,w)∈E xvxwx
4
2

]4
= 0

every element in H∗(M̃) is nilpotent, hence M̃ is ellip-
tic and thereforeM is so.
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